
 
 

 

 
 

Announcement 

 
The agreement of the HFSF with the private investors TMEDE and Ellington 

a starting point for Attica Bank's reform and development  
 

 
Athens, December 21, 2021.  The completion of the period for exercising the pre-

emptive rights in the capital increase of Attica Bank S.A. is a starting point of the Bank's 

reform and development. The Hellenic Financial Stability Fund (“HFSF”) has entered 

into a Transaction Term Sheet with the Engineers and Public Works Contractors Fund 

("TMEDE") and the companies "Ellington Solutions S.A." and "ES GINI Investments 

Limited", which describes the general framework of the terms of participation and 

investment in Attica Bank S.A. The basic terms of the transaction will be further 

specified in a shareholders’ agreement. 

This is the first transaction in which the HFSF enters into a shareholders’ agreement, 

acting as a private shareholder simultaneously with its institutional role. It jointly 

agreed with private investors the terms concerning the operations and the business 

plan of the Bank as well as its implementation. With its participation in the share 

capital increase, which was successfully completed, the HFSF contributes catalytically 

to the sustainable transformation and development of the Bank, as well as to the 

protection of its investment for the benefit of its shareholder, the Greek State. After 

the completion of the share capital increase, the HFSF participation in the Bank's share 

capital will amount to 62.93% against its initial percentage of 68.24%. 

The HFSF, also in the case of the non-systemic Bank, Attica Bank, reaffirmed its 

commitment to shield the sustainability of the banking system for the benefit of our 

Greek economy. 

 

THE END 

 

For additional information:  

Katerina Papakonstantinou, Communications & Public Relations Officer, 215-

5606971, 6980614904, kpapakonstantinou@hfsf.gr  
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About Hellenic Financial Stability Fund (HFSF) 
 
The Hellenic Financial Stability Fund (HFSF) was founded in July 2010 with the 

objective of contributing to the stability of the Greek banking system for the public 

interest.  Under its founding law (Ν. 3864/2010) it enjoys administrative and financial 

autonomy and operates as a private legal entity.   


